American Association Believed to be Considering Stoppage in Cloak Trade

Leaders Feel Stockhouses Have Failed After Giving Word to Mediators That Recommendations of Latter Had Been Accepted—Submanufacturers Claim to Be Suffering Through Inability to Obtain Reasonable Prices for Labor.

Although it appeared today that the leaders of the American Cloak and Suit Manufacturers' Association were going to unusual lengths to convey their determination to hit back at the Merchants Ladies' Garment Association, following the unsatisfactory accord, according to some, unpleasant, conferences recently held between the two bodies, it is known that a rather definite program that may end up in certain restrictions against the stockhouses is under way.

A part of the plan that will be suggested to the members calls for increasing the security that the officer has with the organization from $1,000 to $5,000, it is learned on rather reliable authority.

Some likeliness to be shown may be the statement of the compulsory union regulations, or the insistence that the organizations be organized on a market-wide stoppage of stockhouses that be able to afford to pay prices to the submanufacturers.

In order to give some understanding as to how the Merchants association is trying to solve the ills of the cloak and suit industry. In attempting to establish a semblance of order and harmony, the Merchants association has been attempting to establish a semblance of order and harmony in the cloak and suit industry. In attempting to establish a semblance of order and harmony in the cloak and suit industry.

There is a feeling rampant, according to certain informants, that the American association is about to back a move to do away entirely with charging the stockhouses for unemployment insurance. A plan is regarded by some as being an attempt on the part of the American association to settle their disputes, and, in the event of failure, to return the problem to the mediators.

Says No Industry in Country Would Let Outsiders Solve Trade Problems

Maxwell Copelof, President of Organized Cloak and Suit Stockhouses, Asserts Other Groups Have Made It Doubly Difficult for Leaders Among Wholesalers Who Have Sought to Raise Standards.
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